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ABSTRACT 

Parametric manifolds are reparauictrization invariant geometric strucMues escrib
ing space-time and internal degrees of fn-edoin in a unified framework. Using the theory 
of parametric spinors, a decomjwsition of the spare-time in General Relativity is devel
oped with respect to the 3-space of trajectories of a lime-like or spare-like vector field. 
The parametric 3+1 decomposition surpasses the ADM formalism in generality since it 
is possible even in space-times which do not admit a spare-like foliation. 

l .INTRODUCTION 

The theory of gravitational fields is a prolific м »шее of geometrical insight. Concepts 
like Weyl's gauge invaviance or the dimensional reduction of Kaluxa. distilled from the 
relativistic geometry of the gravitational field, contribute significantly to the present 
edifice of theoretical physics. In this paj>er we shall unveil yet. another facet of the 
gravitational field which presents us with the notion of a parametric manifold. 

A parametric manifold may be taken as an abstract geometrical manifestation of 
the properties of non-null congruences. Time-like congruences, in particular, represent a 
space-time filling array of material particles or observers, each of which having the prop
erty that it slices out a preferential time and 3-space aspect from the 4-geomctry of the 
space-time. Indeed, such an attitude to the space-time is intrinsic to canonical quantiza
tion schemes. Following mainly the work of Arnowitt, Deser and Misncr1 (ADM), it has 
widely been accepted that the requisite initial-value formulation can be secured for the 
canonical scheme by foliating the space-time with a family of space-like hypcrsurfaces. 
Such a foliation always exists in a stably causal space-time. In the quantized picture, 
however, acausal contributions must be taken into account even at the tree level. The 
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ADM approach appears to be unable to account for the occurrence of space-times like 
GödeTs universe2 which have no global space-like foliation. Thus a further handicap 
of the ADM formalism is that fields of rotating sources do not always have a family of 
space-like hypersurfaces. Ominously, in the stationary case this is due to the fact that 
the Killing vectors are not hypersurface-forming. (The 3+1 decomposition of the Gödel 
space-time can, however, easily be done with respect to the Riemanman 3-manifoM3 of 
the time-like Killing trajectories.) 

The three-space of a parametric manifold arises in General Relativity in connection 
with distance measurements yielding a 3+1 decomposition of the space-time with respect 
to a generic non-null congruence of curves. Similar decompositions have been considered 
in the literature 4 -*. Apparently, the existence of the parametric manifold as a differential 
geometric structure has not been appreciated previously. The closest to our parametric 
picture appears to be Zclmanov's 'chronomctrically invariant' decomposition10. The 
reason that he failed to pin down the parametric manifold structure as a sovereign entity 
is that in his chronomctrically invariant formalism quantities are mixed in (notably those 
involving the redshift factor / ) that arc foreign to the parametric structure. 

Spatial distances arc measured by the use of clocks and light signals 1 1. An ingenious 
discussion of this can be found in Landau and Lifsitz12. We write the space-time metric 
in the generalized Lcwis-Papapctrou13 form 

ds2 = f{dt + щах*)2 - f-'fjikdx'dx11 (1.1) 

where Roman indices take the values 1, 2 and 3, and they arc lowered and raised by 
means of the 3 x 3 matrix \<jik) and its inverse g,k. The three-metric g,k is conformally 
related to the spatial distance by the redshift factor f, such that we have the expression 
Л 2 = f~1gnldxidxk for the squared spatial distance. There are at least two reasons 
for choosing this particular conformal gauge. First, this gauge ensures that the stress 
3-tcnsor of the fields / and w in & stationary space-time is of first order 1 4 ' 1*' 1 6 . A second 
argument is that the present gauge is the unique one in which the Hubert action can be 
separated into parts which represent the action of the free (<7i* »«*>,) subsystem and parts 
containing the quantity / . Details of this will be provided in the accompanying paper 1 7. 

The 3-manifold defined by distance measurements remains invariant under re-
synchronisation of the observers' clocks since measurements of time intervals only are 
involved. Such an invariant structure is not, in the generic case, a Riemannian one, and 
we shall refer to it as a parametric manifold. 
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The parametric manifold structure brings forth an advance from the concept of 
gauge fields, i.e., curvature fields of connections on principal bundles, several steps fur
ther in the way of generality. The familiar concept of minimal coupling asserts that inter
actions mediated by gauge fields are introduced in the theory by replacing all derivatives 
of charged fields by gauge covariant derivatives. It has not, however, been attempted to 
extend the use of the gauge covariant coupling in the affine structure of the base manifold. 
The base manifold of a principal bundle is frequently taken in physics to represent the 
space-time manifold. In general relativity, the space-time manifold embodies gravitation 
and gravitation is known to carry no gauge charge. 

It is precisely the concept of a manifold with a minimally coupled connection that 
the geometry of a non-null congruence in space-time invites us to acknowledge. The 
geometry of such congruences presents us what wc shall call a parametric manifold. 
For a first acquaintance with a parametric manifold and its relation to the manifold 
with a minimally-coupled connection, imagine a family of gravitational fields in general 
relativity, parametrized smoothly by sonic parameter t. The four-metric varies with the 
points of space-time as well as with the external parameter t. An example of a parametric 
manifold (although different from the 3-manifold employed in the main discussion) arises 
when replacing all partial derivatives д/дх1' of the metric by д/дх11 — А^д/dt where 
A/, is the potential of a fictitious gauge field. This will introduce a non-Ricmannian 
structure in the 4-manifold. Consider now, to simplify matters, a complex 'thickening' 
of the theory such that the metric components can assume complex values. Take next 
the stationary limit of this theory in which the complex metric has the components 

g)g(x,t) = exp{iet)gü{*) 

where e is the coupling constant and the amplitudes д$(х) do not depend on the param
eter t. Since the inverse metric is </»')'"' = exp{-iet)f/^1"', the parameter-dependent 
exponential factors cancel in the connections and in the curvature expressions. The 
derivatives take the minimal-coupling form. Thus wc sec that a manifold with minimally-
coupled connection is the stationary case of a parametric manifold. 

In the first part of this paper we shall outline a theory of parametric manifolds. 
In Sec. 2, we describe some properties of parametric manifolds in D dimensions. We 
restrict the subsequent discussion, however, to D = 3 dimensions, which is appropriate in 
applications to space-time. In Sec. 3, we consider the behaviour of the curvature under 
conformal maps. 
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Spinor fields are of great value for conversions between the Lorentzian and para
metric manifold pictures of space-time. Decomposition of the curvature quantities can 
be easily computed by use of spinors. There are no distinct spinor fields in any of these 
pictures (in contrast with tensors): the Lorentzian and parametric spinor structures are 
built upon a unique set of fields. Parametric spinor structures will be introduced in Sec. 
4. 

The second part of this paper presents the new picture of the space-time in General 
Relativity. We shall show in Sec. 5 that the space-time is a 3-dimensional parametric 
manifold, endowed with a redshifl potential / . In Sec. 6 we discuss the adjungation of 
spinors and the close relation of this operation to space reflection. In the final sections 
we shall achieve a complete 3+1 decomposition of curvature relations and the gravita
tional equations of Einstein using parametric spinor techniques. The seduäng elegance of 
spinorial manipulations should not go without mention. The pattern followed by spinor 
structures in these computations is that they first cleave to the entity to be decomposed, 
then the 3+1 disentangling goes about by the algebra of soldering forms. Following this, 
spinors can be ripped off the final expressions with equal ease. The ADM formulation 
of the gravitational equations and -the theory of stationary space-timeJ will emerge as 
particular cases of the parametric theory. 

This paper is an expanded and amended version of a lecture given at the Lake 
Tahoe conference". The very notion of the parametric manifold has proved difficult to 
formulate in geometric terms, despite the suggestive pictures supplied by the interpre
tation as the manifold of non-null congruences in space-time. All such proposed formal 
definitions 1 8' 1 9 , 3 0 have, subsequently, been found inadeqatc, and anew definition is given 
here. Some computational corrections, notably a missing term in the decomposition (0.6) 
of the Ricci tensor, have been introduced. 

2.PARAMETRIC MANIFOLDS 

The archetype of a parametric manifold is represented by the pair {М,ш) consisting 
of the diffcrcntiable manifold M and a smooth one-parameter family of 1-form fields 

u:R->{s{T'(M))} (2.1) 

where {*(Т*(Л<))} is the module of sections of the cotangent bundle, with the property 

that a change in the parametrization at point x € M by shifting the origin t = 0 in a 
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point-dependent way, 
f = t + F(x) М ' б Д (2.2) 

» escorted by the simultaneous transformation of the 1-form field 

i /(f) **»(<)-<№ (2.3) 

The pain (A4 ,w) and (Л4 ,w') equivalently repiescut a parametric manifold. 
A parametric (p, q) — tensor is a map 

T?:R-{s(T>(M))} (2.4) 

into the module of sections of the tensor bundle T*(M) which transforms under 
leparametrisations (2.2): T/{t') = 7*(t). A (0,0)-tensor is a parametrized family <p{t) 
of functions on M. 

A generalized connection21 V can be introduced in the parametric manifold in 
terma of the 1-form ш — u»(í) with the properties 

( i ) V i s a m a p V : 7 / - » 7 ^ i ; 

( ii) On scalers, V is completely determined by w and V<p = d»<p where the 'starry 
differential' is defined 

dm<p = dip-ыф (2.5) 

and a dot denotes -§-t\ 
( iii) V is linear and commutes with contractions; 
( iv) the Leibnitz rule holds for the tensor product of arbitrary parametric tensor 

fieldsSandT: V(5®T) = VS<8>T + S®VT; 
( v) V has zero torsion, but V has a genetically nonvanishing deficiency, V = a\v ; 
( vi) when the manifold M is metric, V is a metric connection. 

The deficiency V of A generalized connection V can be defined* in terms of the 
arbitrary parametric vector fields X, Y and function 9: 

V[XVn<P = V{X,Y)<<>. 

When both the deficiency and w of a parametric manifold vanish, there exists a parametri-
sation in which и = 0. 

ín Sec. 6., we shall present an equivalent description of parametric manifolds, in 
the form of a theorem, for applications in general relativity. This would enable one to 

* A rimihr property, 'Defekt', of projection* of Ri«m»nni»n connection! hee been noted by Loltermoeer 
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give an alternative definition of parametric manifolds by use of principal fibre bundles. 
The advantage of the present approach is, however, that it does not necessitate the 
introduction of objects in extra dimensions. 

The starry derivative* of a function is a generalization of what is meant by the 
invariant derivative in gauge theories. Indeed, in the case of a 'stationary' fields, i.e., 
when vKx»0 — V»(*) e xP( , eO> the starry derivative in local coordinates, 

Я Я 

reduces to the familiar local gauge invariant form ő«,y>, = ©ty» - teu>,v?o . Note that the 
starry derivative can be made invariant with respect to quite arbitrary reparametrisations 
f = F(t,x). 

Of particular interest are parametric manifolds whose sections (M,u,g)\t=t0 are 
Riemannian manifolds where g is the metric in M. One can also take the Riemannian 
limit и —» 0 of a parametric manifold with a metric. It is easy to construct paramet
ric manifolds of more general nature. For example, non-Abelian parametric manifolds 
(Л4,П), with ft : G -» {s{T*{M))) where G is a Lie group and л(Т'{М)) a section of 
the cotangent bundle, may provide useful models of quantum fields. 

In local coordinates, the covenant derivative of a vectorfield is 

V,t/* = v * i + r 0 V . (2.7) 

where we are employing a subscript notation for the starry derivative. When a metric 
g exists, from property (vi) we get the connection components expressed in terms of 
the metric components and starry derivatives: Г,к' = %gir(gir»k + 9kr»i — 9ik»r)- The 
parameter derivative V0 of a (p, q) tensor, 

*•**"№...» * " « . . . - ( 2 - 8 ) 

again is a (p, q) tensor. 

The commutators of the derivatives acting on a scalar <p are 

(ViVk - V* V , > = (a;,-.* - и/ш)ф 
(2.9) 

(VjV, - VeVi)v> = щф. 

* A reUted notion 'chronometricnlly invariant derivative* liu been introduced by Zelmnnov in the 

context of relntiviitic cosmology 
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The Х*Ылпош curvature Zrijk, defined by the identity 

(V*V, - V, V* + (u»,.k - u>*.,)V#)vi = Zr

ijkvr, (2.10) 

p uamsei the familiar algebraic properties of curvature 

Zijki = 2|Д*ц> *̂liM) = 0 (2.11) 

(But note the absence of the pairwise interchange of indices). The action of the commu
tator on the metric yields the decomposition 

Ziju = Кци + gijutik*n (2.12) 

with 
Kijki = tf{i»[MJ- (2.13) 

It is possible to further isolate a part Rijki of the curvature with the algebraic 
symmetry properties of the Riemann tensor, 

Rijki = % № . АЩ«1 = °- (2Л4) 

Action of the commutator (2.10) on the gradient of a scalar yields 

Ziiki s Rijki + здыдо + 2^ í f c W b*4 + U*"!**» + Äi^H + ^>'wI<«*l)- ( 2 1 5 ) 

The panmetrie curvature WÍU is defined by the commutator 

(V<V. - V e V, - Ú,-V,K = [1УШ + 1(Vi - й Ы « ' . (2.16) 

The parametric curvature 

Wijk - д0дцк,я - у г ц Г Л (

 г (2.17) 

has the symmetry properties 

W t o - W W WÍW4-0. (2Л8) 

The Bianchi identity takes the form 

V|<tf,y*,/Wj s 2u[MWm)kj . (2.19) 
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З.ТНБ CURVATURE IN 3 DIMENSIONS 

In three dimensions, a skew tensor Fat = -Ft» has the equivalent representation 

Fi^yJltiikF», F,* = yie i j f cF i (3.1) 

where едо is the unit skew tensor. The curvature Kijkl = /Грдод can be written equiv-
alently 

х(2Л<,*| + 9»< î*i) + &i"[*»i] + 9;*"['»*1 + 9;iw|.«l]) 
where the decomposition (2.15) has been employed (Note that Kif = 2Kir

rj+gijKn

r'). 
Conversely, 

Кцы = -€ijmeunKmn. (3.3) 

Introducing the tensor 

Pik =' Л.* - | fuЛ + §f m f a**** (3.4) 

where 
Д . / = * . Л (3.5) 

is the Ricci curvature and Я = Д-, we have 

Kiju = guPkj - 9ikPij + 9jkPu - gjiPki - z{gik9n - gugjk)R. (3.6) 

The tensor P» is trace-free, 
P{ = 0 (3.7) 

and in the Riemannian limit, P,* is symmetric. A classification of stationary space-times 
based on the algebraic properties of the tensor Pik has been given in Ref. 15. 

The parametric curvature has the equivalent representation* 

2f (3.8) 

* The carvatar« Рк* it real Md S^ complex wh«a ill« metric to poaitive-deftait«. Du« to »a« prmact of 

• faclw <fei~i[jft«] I« Ik« tonior t*ik, th« convert! (I.e., P 4 ' complex tad Ek* f«al) bold« for ta« m«trie 

•igaatar« ( + , + , - ) 



The tensor Sk'' main, as is Pk\ is trace-firee, 

S t* = 0. (3.9) 

The Bianchi identity (2.19) can be rewritten as 

V*(J? - \skR) = З ы ^ И ^ — (3.10) 

CWm/srma/ may« of the form 

ft* «Off«. ^ « " У * (3.11) 

where 0 is a smooth function, change the Zelmanov curvature according to 

Pat =#iik+ir1 Й v„ v 4 f l+4 Vj, ViO+SiU v 4 v'nj 
+ |a- 2[36^ft # 4ft,i+f^iwr+* чАдО*1]. ( 3 1 2 ) 

The Ricci tensor is mapped 

I0-.1 Ru - Ло + ^^(Vo^n+^v^ß) 
-1я-2(ЗПА,-к,П..£Г') 

and 

(3.13) 

Л = ír*A + 2ÍT' V rV ríl - | i r * ß * r ß . r . (3.14) 
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4.PARAMETRIC SPINOUS 

The algebraic relations for spinon in three dimensions (Cf. Ref. 16) remain valid 
in parametric 3-manifblds. We shall work in local sections of the spin bundle, though 
one can argue33 that this restriction is unnecessary. We introduce the soldering forms a 
in the 3-space, symmetric in their spinor indices 

°ЛВ=*ВЛ («•!) 

The soldering forms satisfy the defining relation 

and their product can be expressed 

*ABaiCD = *MC(D)B (4.3) 

where the index parentheses denote eymmetrization and 

(<U»>-(°, J) И-4) 
is the skew unit spinor. 

From (4.2) we get the useful identity 

*i**i'- -4. (45) 

\7e have the Lie product rule 

This defines an SU(2) or SU(1,1) algebra, depending on the signature of the metric. 
With the signature (+, +, - ) , the tensor едо is imaginary, and the right-hand ride of Eq. 
(4.6) as well as all spinorial quantities can be made real. 

It is still possible to have parameter-dependent soldering forms even when the 
metric does not depend on any parameter. However, one can introduce the Ashtelcar-type 
gauge condition33 Л/М » ^лв0^ЛВ s ^ n *bich there exist relations of proportionality 
between the parameter derivatives of these quantities. Typically, 
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The covenant derivative of a spinor with respect to the space-time metric g is de
fined mich that the soldering forms and the fundamental spinor are covariantly constant: 

Vi<r*/ A 0, V i € A B « 0 . (4.8) 

Hence the derivative 

ViU = biU-T£U . (4.9) 

contains a spinor affine connection 

Г,? = - | ^ В С К С . , + еАСТ\к). (4.10) 

The spinor form of the Ricci identity can be obtained by application of the com
mutator (2.10) on the null vector v* = OABÍAÍB- The anomalous term д^Ш[к»1\ in the 
decomposition (2.15) of the curvature is cancelled by a term containing b\B when using 
Eq. (4.7). Transvecting with \о*К1Т^г\1 where t\K is an arbitrary spinor, and dropping 
the overall factor (HKÍK)*IL, ™e obtain the tpinor Ricci iitniity 

Чр(л?в)£с - -7=eiih<riABWj*kÍc = Фсолв(° - 2£(Асв)с\ (4.11) 

where the curvature spinor is defined 

Флвсй s 2^ABCD ( 4 - 1 2 ) 

With PABCÚ S °AB°CDPib •»* 
Л = ^Ä. (4.13) 

The curvature spinor has the algebraic properties 

Флвсов Ф(лщси), ФлвАВ = й- ( 4 - 1 4 ) 

The parameter derivative of spinors, 

V.O = (A (4.16) 

has the commutation property 

°ABWÍV* - VoV* - Wo)ic • ZABCD(D (4.16) 
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where the spinor parametric curvature. 

=>ABCD = r-7~*c,ik<rkCD<rABWiij (4.17) 

it symmetric in two pairs of indices: 

=-ABCD - Щлвнсоу (4Л8) 

5.SPACE-TIME AS A PARAMETRIC MANIFOLD 

The parametric manifold structure of a 4-dimensional space-time (M,g) with 
Lorentzian metric g is induced by a non-null vectorfield a. We shall have to require 
that the global properties of the set M of integral curves of a are such that it can be 
given the structure of a differcntiable manifold34. 

It is not suggested that the parametric-manifold and Lorentzian structures of space-
time are in a one-to-one correspondence: the parametric manifold structure is weaker. 
To elucidate this, we prove the following 

Theorem: For a parametric manifold with structure group R there exists a unique 
pair (V,CJ) where V — {М,К,М,ф) is a principal fibre bundle with base manifold 
M and structure group R whose free left action on the bundle manifold M is ф : 
R x M —» M, and űr is a one-form field on M satisfying ú(a) = 1 where a is the vertical 
vectorfield defined by ф. There exists a bijection of parametric tensors T of type (p, q) 
onto tensor fields T on the manifold M satisfying, for i < p and к < q, СЦа ® T) — 0 
and C[(£> ®f) = 0 where C'k is the contraction in the »'* upper and kth lower tensor 
index. 

Proof. Consider a trivialisation ф:КхМ-*М. Then, for any t € R we have the 
section фг : M -* M. Functions / : M -» R are mapped to functions ф*/ on M with 
parameter i. Given another trivialisation ф, there exists a function F: M -» R such that 
$t+F{p)(p) ~ ФАР) for arbitrary p € M, and ф*+р/ = Ф*/- The canonical projection 
ж : M -* M induces a map of the vector и € T+tf(M) to the vector n'u € TP(M), 
and a parameter value is associated with n*u by the map ф%. ТЫ» map is unique in the 
subspace of T(M) orthogonal to w. The trivialisation Ф1 induces a map of one-forms 
0 € T}tP(A) to # v € T*{M) with the property ft+Fv • ф\у-у(а)аГ. When restricted 
to forms orthogonal to a, we obtain the reparametrisation property of parametric forms. 
Taking v « £*, the image и = ф'(й) obeys the transformation (2.3). 
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A generalised connection can be introduced on V with properties (i)-(vi) but (2.5) 
replaced by o\(p = PAp where the projection operator is given by P = I — a ® w. 

The notion of a parametric manifold is. more general than a space-time with a time
like vectorfield, because it does not rely on a metric. In particular, the length of the 
vectorfield a is not an ingredient of the parametric manifold. Given a space-time with a 
one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms generated by a non-null vectorfield a, the space-
time manifold M can be identified with the bundle manifold, the manifold M of integral 
curves of a with the base manifold of the principal fibre bundle V in the Theorem. The 
1-fonn £• is given by &щ — f~la"gß¥ where the norm of the vector a is denoted 

/ = a*o¥g„ (5.1) 

and Greek indices /i, i/,... range through the values 0,1,2 and 3. 

The parameter derivative of some geometrical object Ф is defined as the Lie deriva
tive 

Let ф be a smooth scalar field on the space-time. At each a-trajectory of the space-time, 
ф can still take real values determined by the parameter t. Consider the gradient V^ip. 

с 

This has the orthogonal decomposition with respect to the non-null vectorfield a: 

V& = (S; - rlaßa')V,f + Гга,аГ?„ф 

= д^ф + а,/~1ф 

where the vertical part is defined 

A hat will signify that the entity refers to the 4-space-time whenever such an emphasis 
is necessary. 

The decomposition of tensors will be exemplified by the decomposition of the 4-
vector 

«»{tt'.tt.}. (5.2) 

The vertical and horizontal parts of й are, respectively* 

u0 »' ü"a„ (u' ,0)" {6> - / - V a , ^ » . (5.3) 

* Note that in a lor »I coordinate evetem adapted to the vectorfield a euch that О = д/дх we have 
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Then the 4-meiric has the decomposition 

with the inverse 

« " > = ( # * / - ' - / « - ) ( 5 5 ) 

where g is the metric of the parametric 3-manifold of trajectories.* The signature of 
the 3-metric g is positive-definite when the vectorfield a is time-like and is taken to be 
(+, —, —) in the space-like case. It follows that the components of the vector u are 

V = (tt*,/-^. - « V ) , й, = ( - / " 4 +«*,«.)• (5.6) 

The scalar product of vectors u and v has the parametric decomposition 

**vp = f~\Wo - и^кдгк). (5.7) 

Let us introduce the vector 

where 
^ d = i i > * ^ ; V 2 , (5.9) 

ю*Л $ satisfies the identity fV -<p = (2V/ - /w) • (p. Note that С is a complex vector, and 
in a stationary vacuum space-time, the vector с is the gradient of the Ernst potential39 

t. We shall employ the further vector 

«* | - iá. (5.10) 

The soldering forms a satisfy the defining relation33 

а*АС'а»В + а*АС,а*В -9^AB ( O i l ) 

We now decompose Eq. (5. II). Contraction with a*a" yields the product rule for the 

<*AB' epinors: 

>*f = \f*AB (5.12) л АС1а в - л 

* Tb« 3-m«tric in Z«lfflMov'* p»p«r if related to g by » conform»! nup 
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where алв1 = *»Л& • From the mixed components with (/i, v) = (», 0) we get 

°AV*B + <Mc*jf =0 . (5.13) 

We now introduce the soldering forms in the 3-space by 

°\в = -у°АС*В' (514) 

Eq. (5.13) then expresses the symmetry of the 3-dimensional soldering forms in their 
spinor indices. 

The components of Eq. (5.11) with (p,f) = (t,j) yield Eq. (4.2). The product of 
soldering forms in the 4-space-time23 

a*AB,a*ci> - 'лсевчу (5.15) 
i 

when decompoeed according to the scheme (5.7) of scalar products yields the product 
relation (4.3) in the 3-space. 

6.ADJUNGATION 

The spinor aAB' is invariantly defined. It establishes, in a natural way, a map 
between the primed and unprimed spin spaces. We introduce, the adjoint apinor £*A by1' 

(,л°ШаЛВ,(в- (вл) 

In effect, the spinor aA

B annihilates a primed index and creates an unprimed index. 
Application of Eq. (5.12) yields for the double adjoint 

teUIA _ Í -tA if / > 0 (time-like a), ( R ^ 
i C ' ~\tA if / < 0 (space-like a). (°'£) 

The covariant derivation commutes with adjungation. 

Spinors may completely be freed from their primed indices by use of the spinor 

OAB>- The 'unpriming' of spinors consists in an indexwise application of Eq. (6.1). The 

3+1 decomposition of world tensors turns into »ymmetrizaiion in the spinor picture. For 

example, the vector v* can be rewritten, using Eq. (5.7), 

ÖAB' • t>"<7M B, m /~\ь0<70АВ' - V^AB'dik)- (6.3) 
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The unprirned version, VAB — у^\ав'^АВ' has the irreducible parts 

ЩАВ) - V*<>iABy V[AB\ = *ABVm. (6.4) 

The complex conjugation of scalar products proceeds as follows, 

/ (6.5) 

where the upper and lower signs hold for / > 0 and / < 0, respectively. In particular, 

Hence it followB that the norm of the spinor ( defined by 

I K f d = ( M a (6.7) 

is real. 
The Hermiticity of the soldering forms reads 

JAB*1*0 AB- (68) 

Although the timelike case carries here a negative sign, this is exactly the kind of behavior 
a Hcrmitian product о AB — ((д(т exhibits. 

We now turn to the geometrical significance of adjungation. First we introduce the 
if basis1' in the spin space using a spinor щ of positive norm: 

ЧшЛ = {ПА,1А)- (6Я) 

Such a spinor always exists and can be normalized to have 

Then 
/< ^ V W * V B (6.11) 

is a real and self-adjoint unit vector: /*' = /' and 

m* & rjAff^B (6.12) 
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a null rector. The triple of vectors {ltmtm!} provides us with a normalized basis in the 
tangent space. Adjunction may be expressed in geometric terms as a swop of the basis 
spinora 9 and iy*, or as an interchange of the vectors m and m* while leaving the vector 
I intact. Thus, adjungation reverses the handedness of the tangent frame: it is a space 
reflect»**. 

In the case of a positive definite 3-space, parity reversal is represented on tensors 
as complex conjugation. Thus, m* = m and the vector / is real. In a Lorentzian 3-
manifbld, spinors can be chosen real,* but the adjungation will retain a direct geometrical 
interpretation as the parity conjugation. The (then) real basis vectors m and m* are 
connected by parity conjugation. 

7.SPINOR DERIVATIVES 

The covenant derivative of a spinor with respect to the space-time metric g is 
defined in the contemporary literature such that the soldering forms and the fundamental 
spinor »xe covariantly constant: 

V „ a % . = 0 , ' ^ 0 = 0 . (7.1) 

Hence the spinor affine connection TfA in the covariant derivative 

V„i>* = U , - Г Д (7.2) 

can be expressed in the form26 

ГД = 5".">5f Ъ + 'лгФУ (7.3) 
One can decompose the connection Г in terms of Г. Introduce the spinor £% — С{Ох%'. 
Straightforward computation yields2 7 

1 . vs* l n J* 

For consistency, one most dispense with the decomposition (6.4) of the metric when using the signature 
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wbcre 

«2 = -2^/M Bii^\(9ii-9iiffrX (7.5) 

The spinor derivative operator can be decomposed by use of (6.3) 

Ълв» = ОлгуЪ» + Г1аАВ>V. (7.6) 

where 
Amt -

V., = V , - W í V # . (7.7) 

The Lorentsian and parametric covariant derivatives of spinors are related by 

Ъел-ёд-е/е» (7.9) 
Introducing the complex vectors 

G i ^ t f ^ i ^ (7.10) 

the connections П,>»в = Пдедв and &AB = в<*лв have t n e f o r m 

П е * « - - ^ ( « ^ + > ' + # * ) 

в, = --^/С<->. (7.11) 

The Riemannian limit (w —»0) of the connection (7.11) has been considered by Sen39. 
The covariant derivative of the spinor авр> can be computed as follows, 

*£*оав)Р, - Zftf^ABij - 2*0 (712) 

AA^»4)P> - jj$*AB(f.i + 2*Vi). (7.13) 

Using this information, we can rewrite the spinor operator V (£ v^p, in the form 

*{A*B)P' ж -Hk'AB {$•+* - ***• + **^>) 
V2 (7.14) 
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The action of this spinor operator on an arbitrary scalar field <p yields zero: 

*{A*B>P'V = "ГлР'*В)Р' %*ф = *t/'*B>rdkdW = °- ( 7 1 5 ) 

8.DECOMPOSITION OF CURVATURE 

In this section we obtain the parametric decomposition of the spinor Ricci and 
Bianchi identities. First we produce the parametric form of the space-time curvature by 
use of the Ricci identities'* 

V ( í VmP.lB = ZKU (8.1) 

Ъ<ХР'Ч£)и = *лвр*<г1в (8.2) 

V>(>» vVte) = *ABCDID (8.3) 

where Л » Ä/24 and 
r 

^ABP'tr Ä ~2^*¥ ~ ^ß^)t'AP'cBQ' ( 8 - 4 ) 

and f/ABCD **e the Ricci and Weyl spinors, respectively. 

Substitution of the connections (7.8) and (7.9) and use of the commutators 

(Eqs.(4.11) and (4.16)] with 

V P M V ' Í C = ^€Ш*,АВ(ЪЪ - V*V,)*c (8.5) 

yields 
(V.V„ - V.i V, + m V0)lA = -(EiAB + EiAB)lB (8.6) 

|*« у **мв( V* v\ j - $.ft,i + 2ы^&,)1с ( 8 ? ) 

- У/%ФСОЛВ1° - 2t(A*B)cA) + i*kABFcDtD 

where the scalar commutator terms (e.c.t.) cancel by Eq. (7.15) and 

EiAB - ViQAB - tliAB - OAcTlfß + П е Л С в С

В - Ú&AB 

FAB

 S ^ П М В + П М Я ПЛ + и^б^в). 
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Our next goal is to strip off an overall soldering form from these relations. Note first the 
identity 

which follows from Eq.(4.2) and 

aAB — e l °AB — ~\aCD°l У AB - * C 0 a l а Л В 

where the last step involved a partial integration. We thus rewrite the parameter deriva
tive ÚÍAB = «лвЪк + ЪкОлв = ^в(Пе* + П . г а £ д а ? D ) . We can get rid of the inside 
spinor summation indices in a similar fashion. Consider, for example, the term 

UiAcQ в ~ в^сП,*в = {O'AC^IB - 'AcefyBrni. = -л/5»е г**а* >1вв гПм. 

Here the commutation property (4.6) has been employed, 
Writing now 

EkAB — <*АвЕы* F*AB = *JtB**i> ИМЯ — f%AB=-ki 

we obtain 

Eik = V é e k - П* + | n > 9 j k - 1 * 0 * + y/2itkilTl > e ' (8.8) 

Я* = e y /(Vll\ W e * ) 
+ л/§|(Пг<П*' - П/П«) - ^ » ( П / П / - П/П/) . 

(8.9) 

ÍABCD =' jaf'D'iABC'D' (8.10) 

The unprimed version of the Ricci spinor, 

d«f 2 

" 7 
is easily written in a 3+1 fashion by repeated use of Eq. (6.3): 

VABCD ~ -f~x [Т«УМ7«ЯОД>1> + "ÖJ^tAce%BD + tBDaAc)Ro9ik 

+ ^лсгво&'дцяы] + 3«лв«соЛ. 

The tensor part is projected out by contraction with o^af^ and using the relations 

*<W>4>&> » W? - \я*9.ь (812) 
20 
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and 

24Л = Г , ( Л - - Я " Ы - (813) 

We get 
atfaff&ÍABCD) - 6«лс«в1>А) = ~(g»i9uRil - *.»Я~). (8.14) 

Further irreducible parts are 

*В(Л) = —jfyOiADUi (8.15) 

4 Л В

> * В - 6 А = - Г , Я ^ . (8.16) 

Employing Eq. (7.14) for the operator V£VB)P> in the Ricci identity (8.1), and 
finally removing the arbitrary spinor fo, we obtain 

ЗАесл = - ^ * W c ( S i * • + Я* - «/Д») + Я*св л - ЗЛесл). (8.17) 

Symmetrization in the spinor indices gives the identity involving the skew part of the 
parametric curvature 

Щщ + Щщ - ifFw + -föleik] » 0. (8.18) 

From (8.17) we get the curvature scalar 

ЗА . -3/Л + j j j | » ( Ä i - ifFik). (8.19) 

These results enable us to obtain from Eq. (8.2) the decomposition of the Ricci tensor: 

/"'Л, . = y/2gikEik (8.20) 

^-<тмвЯ; - !*м|€**(Ву + «« + if Fa) - / ^ м в ' (8.21) 

(8 22i 
-yfigusPiEt-ifF«). 

A somewhat simpler form follows by use of Eq. (8.18) in Äj and Eq. (8.20) in fV>. 
Similarly, Eq, (8,3) provides us with the decomposition of the Weyl curvature: 

*ABCD = -ffiAB°cD>Qib (8.23) 
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where the symmetric and traceless tensor Qik is defined 

Qik ==(•*) + E{ik) - i/Fiik) - -yg/Äi* 

1 § 1 ( 8 2 4 > 
- $Ы9Я\ЕЛ> - if F., - ^ / Л . » ) . 

The Petrov classification of gn National fields is nothing but the eigenvalue problem of 
the tensor Q#». 

The spinor form of the Bianchi identities has the irreducible parts3' 

VW*ABCD = V ( £ *CD)A'B' (8-25) 

VCA'*CDAB> + 3 V D B . A = 0. (8.26) 

Consider first Eq. (8.25) describing the propagation of the gravitational degrees of free
dom. The left hand side contains the derivative of the gravitational spinor Фдвсо: 

Xp.BCD = Vpi*ABCD- (8.27) 

Application of Eq. (7.6) and unpriming yields 

(8.28) 
—yOpXP'DCD = o\>A{Vi*ABCD - 4П < ( /Ф| Я |дсО)) 

+ -j=Tf(Vo*PBCD - Щр*\ЩВСО))-

Upon transvecting with t P D and using the identity 

b>iAB°rA{C°)»D = *WcD - K°CD - 9*°rCD (8.29) 

we get the divergence equation 

V.QÍ - yfiifk%kQa. - y/2ie'k

 t n ' k Q . , = у a ? ' * / b. (8.30) 

Symmetrization of Eq. (8.28) in the spinor indices yields the evolution equation for the 

tensor Quy. 

4.» - g.rQi+if'ik^iV' - 2л/2Г'eOQf, 
+y/2f(2nr

(.Qb)r + ГЦ.ф) - 2KQab (8.31) 

-*.»П„(?") - 2аР,(рХГВСО)<х!;в<7?D. 
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The second set (8.26) of the Bianchi identities expresses the condition that the 
Einstein tensor is divergence-free. The curvature epinors ЬАВСЧУ and Л are locally 
determined, via the Einstein equations, by the energy-oKxnentum distribution of matter. 
Upon decomposition, Eq. (8.26) gives rise to.the identiiy (2.19) involving the parametric 
curvature. 

».GRAVITATIONAL EQUATIONS 

Insertion of the detailed form (7.11) of the connections into the tensors £,* and Fn 
(Eos. (8.8 and (8.9)] yields 

Eik = -Па + ^U/éik 

+^/[-(Vr+c! + ) + ö!- ))C (r )-Gl- )GÍ+ ) <*•»> 

+#«e«->e(+>r - игарли) 
where 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

+ « o * ( # + w + /с<+ ,'Я) - №r+• €i jr&+»)Hi], 
Я * Я;, and 

y/2Fik = -€ШЧ*Н1

к 

+ \ягк{нг - щи')+я,гя; - HikH 

We now use these expressioi» and the parametric curvature 

3u « ^ " < " ( V r - <#> + ^ К З / Я . » + у . ф (9.4) 

to obtain the decomposition of the Ricci tensor 

ГА.. = н + Цн т 

+ f\HikHik - (V< - G<+>' + О * - ^ " 0 ] 
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Г*К « - V2V'*Fjk + ге*>кР$к 

= (Ч*-&+»-&+>к)В\-Ч*И (9.6) 

+ *̂[|у*(б<+> -е^нвреР] 

- Я.* - Л*Я + | £ ( Я * - д*Н) 

+ •e í <"F* ) i(ejr> - С<Г>) - 2Я,ГЯ; + Н»н] 

- ft»/[<V + #"> - #+>) - (#+> - б«")) + Я„Я~] 

and the curvature scalar 

(9.8) 
Я = _ /Л + 2Я + Í Я + / ( Я 2 + Я„Я") 

+ 2/[2V. # + > - V . #"> + #+>. #"> - С<->2 - ö<+>2]. 

We obtain the horizontal part of the Ricci tensor by combining Eqs. (9.5) and (9.7); 

rl9n9uRil - SRik - Hik + Ци* 

(9.Г) 
+ fc(l

w*.).(6ir> - ^r_)) - 2Я<ГЯ; + HikH) 

-**/[(? + #-> - #*>) • # + > + (6Г-) - <?<->). #">]. 

It w sometimes advantageous to introduce the quantities1 

*<* d= Ha, - 9ikH; к « < . (9.9) 

In this notation, the Ricci tensor can be written 

/ Л м — TT л f 

+ Л«**» - J*2 - (V - #+> + й и ) . #->] 

r2AÍ*(V*+C<+>*-C7<+>V* 

(9.10) 

(9.11) 
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ГШ($Ц§ы№ - 9ik&~) = Rih- r\*ik - ~Пк) + 2x,»r; 

-9ik[(V + #-> -#+>)-(#+> - # - > ) + |ir*], 

said the Ricci scalar takes the form 

*-/*-*-£•+*••- (9.13) 

+ 2/[2V • <5<+> - V • б«") + # + > • #"> - C<->' - G<+»']. 

In 9*c*o, &.„ = 0, the stationary limit is 1' 

( V - Ö + 3 ) £ = 0 (9.14) 

(V + £ ) x 6 = 0 (9.15) 

Л,* + <?A + ÖiGk » 0. (9.16) 

In the limit ерь -»0, we obtain the Hamiltonian constraint1 

Ä = V + J* 2 , (9.17) 

the momenittro coiwtrvtn< 
V**?=0, (9.18) 

and the 'evolution equations' 
j ^ * * * ' * - ! » 2 (9.19) 

Я.» = *.* - 2ir í r*J +-0< f c ir 2 . (9.20) 

In the generic case, however, both the 3+1 decomposition (9.10) and (9.11) of Re0 

and A*, respectively, contain second time derivatives. Thus they give rise to evolution 
equations rather than constraints. 

10.CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Clearly much has to be done to bear out the full flexibility of the parametric formu
lation of gravity in applications. In general relativity, 3+1 decompositions of space-time 
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are abundantly employed. Already a cursory glance at the structure of the vacuum 
Einstein field equations 

f * * » - 0 

е'>кЪк = О 

2«7(F ( r t ) - 1**17) = -Qik 

and Bianchi identities 

V<?.i - у/Ъ(**ПаЯ* + «** fn%Qee) = 0 (10.4) 

girQl + »/er. ( i(Vr<tt) - 2v^r'©'Ói)) 
(10.5) 

+ /(2IT ( i + n ( / ) Q t ) r + /(Щ<?,* + gikXi:Ql) = 0 

suggests that a semi-quantized theory of gravitation is possible where the Weyl curvature 
alone is operator-valued. According to the the approach known as quantum field theory 
on a fixed background39, the Einstein field equations contain the vacuum expectation 
value of the energy-momentum tensor: ÁM„ - \gßVR = -к (TM„). In a semi-quantized 
theory of gravitation, the separation of fields into quantized versus 'external' components 
would be modified such that the curvature tensor Qik is treated as quantum field. (*iote 
that the Bianchi identities (10.4) and (10.5) are linear in Qik-) The equations (10.1)-
(10.3) govern the classical background geometry. The self-interaction of gravitation is 
taken into account by treating Eq. (10.3) such that it contains the vacuum expectation 
value (Qik) on the right-hand side. 

Our prevalent views on the structure of gravitational field equations do appear 
somewhat short of being consistent. While it is often stressed that the true dynamical 
degrees of freedom of the gravitational field are associated with the Weyl curvature which 
is the field stress tensor of gravitation, in many attempts at the canonical quantization, 
the dynamical variables are chosen to be the induced metric of hypersurfaces or the SU(2) 
soldering forms33. The parametric decomposition of the field equations might help clarify 
such issues. In the succeeding paper17 we elaborate on the most immediate issue in the 
canonical approach which is to enable ourselves to integrate over parametric manifolds 
and to perform variations. 

The modalities offered by the parametric formalism for gauge fixing deserve a thor
ough investigation. Gauge fixing conditions may involve the non-null congruence whose 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 
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tangent is a, as well as the re-parametrization and coordinate transformations. It is 
possible, for instance, to adopt the etoenrsy condition first introduced for stationary 
space-times90. The eigenrays are integral curves to the principal null directions direc
tions of the spinor GAB = ^£t aB)B" *^ n e Ч > ш о г @лв determines the vectorfield a up to 
an arbitrary gradient term, and further conditions should be imposed to fix the vectorfield 
a completely. 

Another potential area of applications is in inhomogeneous cosmologies. The para
metric description here presents a straightforward solution to the problem of gauge-
invariant choice of observables31 ,32. In »act, Zelmanov's 'chronometrically invariant' for
malism, which already contains several ingredients of our approach, has been developed 
for the purpose of adequately treating cosmologies! inhomogeneities. 

Exact solutions of the gravitational equations present a third challenge for appli
cations. The theory of stationary space-times1' in which our formalism originates, has 
already yielded physically significant exact solutions. Although the metric of any solution 
of the gravitational equations can be produced in a parametric form (5.4), the solutions 
with sufficient generality for the present formalism are not abundant. Gődel's universe2 

is characterized by 

(ftft)-«fcif(A* ( £Л'ар(2>'), А 2 ) 

C i = i o , 0, - - - ) , Hik=0 

where A is a constant. There are closed timelike curves passing through any point, such 
that there do not exist everywhere space-like hypersurfaces with no boundary in the 
space-time33. Thus the Gődel universe is not globally hyperbolic but it is still time-
orientable. 
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